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On 15th Sep 2018, as our vehicle approached Karjat, the enormity of the decision began to
dawn on us. Here we were, two young minds with our one-year-old child, awaiting to start a
new chapter in a location we barely knew anyone except for a local doctor who had assured
us of a small place to set-up our dream inclusive school called 'Samaaveshi Pathshaala'. A
sense of fear gripped us, as we thought of the next steps. But this was just the beginning...

A week later, as we settled down in Karjat and began the process to register our nonprofit,
the doctor backed out. After weeks of wandering, we found a house in Kashele village that
belonged to someone we'd met during our baseline survey, as groundwork for Samaaveshi.
His nephew (12) lived with a neurological condition and had dropped out of school.

Thus, we started our journey as an 'inclusive kindergarten' from a two-room rented space  
on 3rd Dec 2018 (World Disability Day), with a total of 8 students, including six children
with disabilities. This dream start soon fell apart as six students, including four with
disability, dropped out due to lack of transport and rehabilitation/therapy services.

After a long struggle, we decided to invest in better school infrastructure and added 10
students from the local tribal community. Fearing that a lone project might run the risk of
failure, we launched three new projects: Community library, Digital literacy for local
women & PWDs, and Inclusive Anganwadi teacher-training - all within a span of six
months. On 3rd Dec 2019, as Samaaveshi completed one year, we knew we had sailed
through the worst, thanks to our 'integrated approach' to inclusive education.

Bit by bit, we continued to innovate and scale the three projects, forge new collaborations,
expand our infrastructure and core team, and prioritize COVID and disaster response - to
gradually build an ecosystem of inclusive education, and impact the early education
experiences of over 3000 children with diverse learning needs from 60 villages in Karjat.
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Home-based to remedial to 'open-air' learning

Learning adaptations to ensure
inclusive & equitable education

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to prolonged school

closure and a massive disruption in education access. As

an inclusive school that believes in educational equity,

it's been a real challenge to ensure quality education for

our 30 students, including 10 children with disabilities,

residing in Kashele and six tribal villages in Karjat. 

Therefore, Samaaveshi has been using a combination of

learning modalities from home-based learning (daily

worksheets, activities, stories, sign language videos etc.

via WhatsApp), to remedial classes (daily physical classes

for small groups), to open-air classes (outdoor learning

for 8-10 students at our school playground, maintaining

social distancing).  Besides, a team of four teachers and a

special educator make weekly phone calls to ensure

wellbeing and continued learning of all our students. 

Videos & ZOOM sessions for parents, teachers

Collaboration with 'ISLRTC' for
Indian Sign Language training

Samaaveshi is happy to collaborate with Delhi-based

ISLRTC (Indian Sign Language Research & Training

Centre) which works towards research, education and

promotion of the use of Indian Sign Language (ISL).

At Samaaveshi, ISL is a second language. and we believe 

 it's important for all students, teachers and parents to

learn basic ISL.  With ISLRTC, we hold ZOOM sessions

twice a week and develop (inclusive) sign language

integrated videos for our KG and Grade 1 students.

One year of 'Samaaveshi Early
Learning Kit'; at 50+ schools 
Simple worksheets to aid learning during COVID

A year ago, Samaaveshi released a compilation of 275-

page worksheets called 'Samaaveshi Early Learning

KIT' which covered preschool concepts across three

major subjects: Language, Maths and Environment.

The resource kit was designed to facilitate home-based

learning of our students without access to digital

technology; and for young children awaiting enrolment

in kindergarten during COVID crisis. 

In late 2020, we started sharing this resource to a few

schools in Maharashtra and Assam. Today,  we're glad

that our KIT is used by over 50+ schools across India.
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WAYS TO SUPPORT OUR WORK:
 Support a child's education at Samaaveshi: 1.

        www.Samaaveshi.org/Donate
   

   2. Donate school and library requirements 
        via our 'Amazon wishlist': 
        https://tinyurl.com/rxz3arpx

https://www.samaaveshi.org/donate
https://www.samaaveshi.org/donate
https://tinyurl.com/rxz3arpx
https://tinyurl.com/rxz3arpx

